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Introduction
Sewer blockages can potentially lead to a wide range of service failures
such as internal property flooding, polluting discharge to a watercourse,
unusable sanitation and odour. Ofwat June Return data shows that over
160,000 blockages are reported annually in England & Wales, some of
which cause service failures. This equates to approximately 0.5 blockages
per kilometre of sewer per year.
This paper is a summary of the project commissioned by UKWIR in April
2009 titled ‘Economic Level of Services for Sewer Blockages’. The outputs
from the project included guidance on assessing the appropriate economic
level of blockages and on approaches to blockage management to help
achieve it at least cost. The guidance includes a strategy and planning
tool to help with this assessment. The guidance considers both currently
available techniques to manage sewer blockages and emerging techniques
that are worthy of further investigation and development.
Methodology
The project consisted of the following elements:
•

•

•

Review of current best practice –comprehensive interviews with
several major water companies. Information was obtained on;
current BMP; techniques and associated expenditure; and collection
of current and historical service and performance data.
Identification, technical evaluation and financial assessment of
emerging techniques – a literature review was undertaken to
evaluate the technical feasibility of emerging technologies and the
influence of catchment attributes and external drivers. The financial
implications of the most promising techniques was determined.
Development and validation of a statistical model to determine the
ELS –three excel-based models were developed; at national level
and two company level model. Each model incorporated reactive,
proactive and total maintenance costs and serviceability impact.
These were used to develop the ELS and corresponding level of
service for each blockage reduction technique considered. The use
of Monte Carlo analysis allowed for uncertainty and to provide a
range of outputs. Model validation comparing predictive and actual
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historical data and factor analysis was used to determine how the
model variables rank against each other to influence the level of
blockages.
Results
Review of Current and emerging techniques
About 75% of current expenditure on blockage management is spent
reactively using techniques such as jetting and inspection. The other 25%
is spent on proactive techniques such as regularly cleaning sections of
pipe known to be prone to blockage. This proactive expenditure has
increased over recent years but the economic balance between reactive
and proactive maintenance has not been comprehensively demonstrated.
Improved techniques for reactive blockage management include the use
of vanpac jetting equipment and small vactors, post-event inspections and
combinations of these techniques.
Innovative proactive techniques include proactive cleansing, level
monitoring, flushing devices and the use of Network Protection Officers to
discourage the discharge of material that can cause blockages.
Blockage Economic Level of Service (BELS) Model
A Blockage Economic Level of Service (BELS) model was developed. For a
given blockage maintenance strategy the model is capable of identifying
the level of blockages that gives the least cost position when taking into
account the following costs categories:
–

Reactive maintenance costs.
Direct operational costs to the
Company of dealing with sewer blockages, including blockage
clearance, clean-ups, compensation payments, call centre costs,
fines and management costs.

–

Preventative maintenance costs. Direct costs to the Company of
proactively managing sewers with the intention of preventing
blockages occurring or affecting customers.

–

Social and environmental costs. Indirect value to customers related
to nuisance caused by a blockage related service failure.
Willingness-to-pay results can be used to quantify these amounts.

The model can be applied in two ways. Firstly, as an operational efficiency
tool that defines the least cost maintenance strategy for blockages,
considering only the direct costs to the water company. Secondly, as a
strategy tool that defines the economic level of blockages, taking into
account both direct costs and wider social and environmental costs. In
both cases the key to this evaluation is the benefit that proactive and
preventative blockage maintenance techniques can provide to avoid the
costs of reactive blockage maintenance and costs associated with service
failure. The output from the BELS model is shown on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. BELS output showing predicted level of service for increasing levels of proactive
maintenance, plus direct and indirect costs.

Conclusions
Most companies are operating close to the least cost maintenance
strategy for blockages at about 0.5 per km of sewer per year. There are
efficiency measures that could save up to 25% of direct costs through use
of small vactors and a philosophy of fix first time approaches.
However, based on currently available data, the modelling carried out for
this project shows that the current level of performance is not adequate to
achieve the lowest total cost to the UK (the economic level of blockages).
As a national average the economic level of blockages would be about 0.2
per km of sewer per year. Achieving this economic level could give a net
saving to the UK economy of about £150m per year. However, it will
require the expenditure on proactive and reactive blockage management
to be approximately doubled from about £85m to about £170m per year
equivalent to about £580 per km of sewer per year. This argument should
be considered as part of the next price review.
Recommendations – short term
The introduction of the water industry Service Incentive Mechanism (SIM)
will result in greater focus on customer experience and satisfaction
therefore water companies should consider adopting a fix-first-time
approach to reactive blockage maintenance.
The project report, available from UKWIR, provides guidance on a range
of potential ‘quick wins’ to improve current blockage management
techniques and strategies. These should give improved performance for
little or no extra operational cost. These include:
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•
•

•
•

•

Using small vactors to completely remove blockages or at the least
jetting in an upstream direction to break up blockages rather than
jetting downstream or rodding, which can simply move the blockage.
The use of low cost inspection devices, such as a pole mounted CCTV
camera or SewerBatt sonic sensor, following a blockage event, to
enable the root cause of the event to be investigated and to ensure
that the blockage is fully removed.
Incentivise blockage management teams (either in-house or
contractors) on the level of service achieved and the elimination of
repeat blockages rather than on productivity in removing blockages.
The implementation of a field customer manager to provide a single
point of contact for customers, which will help to ensure that
appropriate action is taken to resolve each event and improve
customer satisfaction.
Collection of data on the cause, effect and actions taken to resolve a
blockage event and subsequent analysis of this data to improve
strategies.

Recommendations – AMP6
Customer willingness-to-pay surveys should be carried out to confirm if
customers are prepared to pay more for a reduced level of blockages. If
they are, then water companies should aim for a step change in blockage
performance during AMP6 and beyond.
Further work should be carried out to improve the availability of data of
the cost and effectiveness of existing methods and those techniques and
strategies that are most likely to be beneficial. This will reduce the
reliance of the decision making on the expert views of experienced staff
that were used in this project.
Further work should be carried out to quantify the costs and benefits of
managing non-flushable products and fats, oils and grease (FOG) sources
by encouraging changes in customer behaviour.
The BELS model should be used to determine economic maintenance
policies as part of future strategy planning, to guide operational efficiency
improvements and to provide a robust challenge to the Ofwat
serviceability reference level for blockages. All promising new techniques
to reduce blockages should be evaluated to determine whether they
provide a cost beneficial solution.
Several best management practices and emerging techniques have been
identified that could improve performance for the future.
These
techniques should be properly trialled by water companies before
widespread implementation. The techniques include:
•

Proactive predictive approaches that will enable a company to target
and identify the locations and maintenance frequencies of problem
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•

•
•

sites. Predictive analysis tools exist that can provide a company with
the capability to do this.
Use of level monitors in critical areas to identify the incipient formation
of blockages so that they can be removed before they have a service
impact.
Potentially this technique would have significant benefits
however its use is still under development.
Use of flushing devices in appropriate locations to reduce the formation
of blockages.
The use of Network Protection Officers to encourage source control
techniques to reduce the discharge of material that can cause
blockages potentially offer significant benefits.

Project Benefits
The BELS model enables a detailed evaluation of the least cost position for
blockage management and service delivery. A range of best practice
methods and emerging techniques have been identified. Together they will
assist in determining improved strategies and approaches to blockage
management.
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